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Sub: Removal of CTRB during POH & ROH

Recently some of line failure of wagon axles has taken place where only fatigue failure was noticed in the general location. During investigation it has been reported that in some of the shops oxy cutting is being done for dismounting of CTRB/backing ring during POH/ROH, which is resulting in flame cut mark, bluish burning spot, decarburization, scratch mark, dent mark etc on Journal under bearing seat.

The dismounting of bearing by Oxy-cutting is strictly prohibited, as above such defects are considered very prone to generation of fatigue during service. Further ultrasonic testing also cannot detect micro structural changes and shallows surface defects (2-3 mm deep) resulting out of such wrong practice.

It is advised that in no case oxy-cutting of any type should be resorted to for removal of CTRB/backing ring from Journal.

Railway may ensure compliances without any exception.
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